
Prime London residential is in strong demand from overseas investors 

Greetings!     

There is a great deal going on in the world of prime London real estate.  I hope that this brief will be helpful to you in
looking at some of the main issues and trends currently impacting the market.

Look out for the Budget on 20th March!
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Weak Pound Continues To Drive Overseas Buyers
London "Safe-Haven Status" Holds Strong As SDLT Settles Down

Sterling recorded a two-year low this week, dropping to below $1.50 following
the UK's loss of its AAA rating by Moodys.  Prime London real estate has
seldom looked such good value as it does now to so many overseas buyers.

The UK's much heralded "safe-haven" status remains strong notwithstanding the
reduced credit rating. Indeed only a handful of  countries have their AAA rating in tact
and these do not include the US, China, Brazil or Russia. In the G8 only Canada and
Germany are still AAA. 

So would you
rather be
investing in the
Eurozone? China
is closing-shop
to property
investors in its
overheated
property market
and cooling
economy. 
Investors are
heading to
London.

The US remains tax unfriendly to overseas in-bound investors with its approach to
global taxation and intrusive IRS. Saving rates aren't so great either (1.5% is about

"prime" in UK right now) and bonds are absurdly expensive.
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Overseas buyers pause on announcements in 

2012 Budget & Autumn Statement: £2m+ market 

"prime" in UK right now) and bonds are absurdly expensive.

Prime London property values
rose by (+8.1%) during 2012. 

Central London prices are
already up (+0.4%) in January
2013.

This year will probably be calmer
however. Curzon expect values to
still rise by a modest 3%-5%
generally across the better locations
in the capital such as
Knightsbridge, Kensington, Chelsea and the better parts of Westminster.  

Overseas buyers are also more tuned in to
managing the increases in SDLT and the
Annual Residential Tax being introduced
shortly, plus Capital Gains Tax on all
properties of £2m or more, where the owner
is a "non-residential non-natural" person.

These buyers/investors are adjusting their
property investment and "wealth
management" strategies accordingly. 

Buying in the UK remains less expensive
still than in almost any other developed
country and the up-side in capital
appreciation and wealth preservation terms,
is hugely attractive.

For "home owners" the "super prime"
market of (+£5m) and the "ultra prime"
market of (+£10m) has fared better than the
£2m-£5m "prime" bracket which was hit
particularly hard and unexpectedly last
year.

For pure investors, London prime-residential "corporate tenant" markets are the main
investment target being the sub-£2m bracket. These fall outside of the
Chancellor's/Coalitions target group and are well  protected by the "Tory heartland" of
voters within the UK. 

The prime Central London sub-£2m investment bracket is where the future lies for pure
investment targeting.

For further information please contact dominic.wertheimer@curzoncentral.com
Source: Curzon, KF, FT, Property Week

Office-To-Residential Conversion: Boom Set To Take Off?
But Be Sure You Avoid the Pitfalls Ahead...

In a few weeks time the governments new
permitted development rights from a change
of use from offices (B1) to residential (C3),
without the need for planning permission,
will come in to effect. 

Another residential property boom is set to
take-off - or is it?

4.75% 

   
 

EXCHANGE RATES

£: Euro   0.86
£: USD   1.52
£: Yen     142 

   
 

INTEREST RATES 

UK               0.5%
Eurozone   0.75%
US Fed       0.25%
Canada      1.0%
Australia     3.00%
Japan          0.1%
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Centre Point. 

The next One Hyde Park?

Bowater House "before"

Bowater House "after" a.k.a. One Hyde Park

take-off - or is it?

The math for an investor or developer looking to
maximise returns in the somewhat stagnant
central London office investment market, is pretty
attractive. 

Take a top office rent in Knightsbridge, say, of
£70psf (£6.5psm); apply a commercial yield of
4% and you have a capital value of around
£1,750psf/£160psm. Sounds okay? 

Prime residential values in Knightsbridge are
around £4,500psf/£418psf, roughly 250% or more
higher. No contest. 

And if you take an old 1970's office building like
Bowater House in Knightsbridge as "Candy &
Candy" did, knock it down and build One Hyde
Park at resale values of £6,500psf/£603psm,
you'll make a fortune in one deal. If only it was
that easy. 

Planning
Permission

and Local Planning Authority (LPA) policy
objections can be massive. 

Business Rates are usually based on around
40% of commercial rental values so these
income streams are hugely important to a Local
Authority. Their residential equivalents are a
fraction of these. More and more London
boroughs are now fiercely fighting back.

And there are plenty of other "planning hoops" to
get through - affordable housing requirements,
Section 106 Agreements and Community
Infrastructure Levy's (CIL's) to mention just a
few.  

Throw in the complications of
taxes on acquisition (SDLT),
conversion taxes (and by the
way can you recover that 20%
on VAT?) and dealing with
converting freehold property to
residential leaseholds - and the
picture gets even trickier. 

And mixed-use building
conversion has a whole
separate range of issues to
work around - in addition to the
above.

There are great opportunities ahead in commercial-to-residential conversion and indeed
the market has never looked stronger.  Just ensure you get expert advice and know-
how in what your are doing before you take the plunge!

For further information please contact james.moss@curzoncentral.com 
Source: Curzon 
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London & UK Rents Forecast Flat For 2013
Low Rental Growth Expected To Return In 2014

January 2013 saw a further slide in London rents by 0.1% bringing a 12 month
decline of (- 3.1%) for last year. Rents across the UK dipped for the third
consecutive month by (-0.3%).  

Only Kensington in prime central London, saw any growth in rental
value at at the start of the year (+0.9%).
 
Is the market in "freefall"? No. London
house prices rose 8.1% in 2012 whilst UK
wide prices were mainly flat or slightly in
decline. So we have two poles pulling
against each other.
 
The rental market is driven by domestic UK
economics and especially by employment
drivers in London where the trend has been
a shedding of jobs, particularly in the financial sector, which is looking still weak. 

Rents will remain flat throughout 2013 both in
London (forecast growth 2013: 1%) and across
the UK (forecast growth 2013: Static)

However the prime "corporate relocation" sector
in central London in the sub-£1,000 per week
remains buoyant and the most competitive
market sector. 

And 77 different nationalities were competing in
this sector, recorded by one leading agent
during 2012. Many of these were global
corporate assignees.

Retail Price Index (RPI) Rent Protection  
Although rents are static or falling, for existing
tenancies with annual rent review provisions,

rents will continue to rise in line with the monthly increases in the RPI. In January the
RPI was up by (+3.3%) where it has been hovering for a while, so increases of around
this level should to be pencilled in for 2013.

For further information please contact jonathan.latimer@curzoncentral.com 

Curzon Investment Property is a specialist advisor in Prime Central London real estate
acting for both Private and Investment Clients.

Buyer & Investment Agents
Refurbishment/Development
Project Management
Property & Asset Management
Residential & Commercial
  
Please contact us directly for further information.

 
Sincerely, 
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James Moss MRICS, MCIArb
Managing Director
Curzon Investment Property 
 james.moss@curzoncentral.com
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